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Key Findings

• The majority of organisations had started discussions about EDI but had not yet 
significantly actioned anything.

• The majority of respondents indicated that the Volunteering diversity journey in 
their organisation is at the same pace as the rest of the organisation. 

• There is a range in how comfortable respondents felt about addressing EDI, 
however overall most indicated they were fairly comfortable, but not completely. 

• In order to examine how diverse an organisation’s current volunteer team is the 
majority of respondents indicated that they collect equality and diversity 
information as part of their recruitment process.   

• A large proportion of respondents had also indicated that they had either looked 
at data from their local area to determine the make up of their local community or 
they had looked at data from their service users to determine the make up of 
those who access the organisation’s services. 

• The key measures that respondents had put in place to either maintain or increase 
the equality, diversity and inclusion of volunteers in their organisations included 
making sure that communications and images reflect diversity and are inclusive 
and creating a welcoming and inclusive culture. 

• Respondents provided a range of examples of practical measures that they or their 
organisations had put in place to maintain or increase EDI. These included a 
variety of ways that they have made the application process accessible, how they 
have made volunteer roles as flexible as possible and examples of how they have 
reached out to their local communities. 

• Many indicated that their organisation had set up an EDI steering group and that 
Volunteering was represented in this. 

• A number of respondents did identify that EDI was an area of work that needed 
some attention in their organisation. 

• Some respondents noted that the Covid Pandemic had made an impact both in 
how certain groups were able to access volunteering opportunities and also the 
time and resources organisations had to look at EDI.  



Where do you feel your organisation is 
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Do you feel your Volunteering diversity 
journey is; 
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On a scale of 1 to 10, how comfortable 
do you feel about addressing equality, 

diversity and inclusion? 

1 being not comfortable at all up to 10 being very confident 
and comfortable
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Have you taken any of the following 
actions to examine how diverse your 

volunteers are? 
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Have you put any of the following 
measures in place to maintain or increase 

equality, diversity and inclusion of 
volunteers in your organisation? 
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Have you put any other measures in place to maintain or increase 
equality, diversity and inclusion of volunteers in your 

organisation? 

‘We have had a volunteer approach us interested in doing some EDI work with us which we are 
hoping we can develop’ 

‘Included social media posts to reflect significant events in our community celebrating Pride and 
observing all the major religious festivals. Started Makaton in house training and did Makaton 
signing at a Xmas carol 2019 event.’

‘We have recruited volunteers who can support other volunteers to access the online training we 
offer so that people who would face any barrier accessing online information that prepares them 
for volunteering with us are supported and the barriers broken down.’

‘We have simplified our application form and ask people what support they might need to be able 
to volunteer with us’

‘We are developing supported placements and shorter term opportunities’

‘A range of commitment levels in roles.’

‘Guidance procedures and launched regarding involving younger volunteers and volunteers with 
additional support needs.’

‘Partnering with local Mencap to arrange volunteering opportunity in shops - including training 
delivered by Mencap to shop managers.’

‘Reviewed and changes imagery of handbook, training materials and website images.’

‘We have discussed having posters in different languages’

‘Making volunteering commitments more flexible and inclusive.’

‘Increased flexibility re training materials to increase accessibility and inclusivity.’

‘Engaged with networks and volunteer centres re best practice and to increase reach.’

‘Engaged with job centres pre pandemic and with other organisations to increase inclusivity’

‘We have changed our promotional material to be more diverse and also our training to reflect 
that. We are looking into translations and hopefully more joined up work with the organisations 
ED&I team.’



‘Working with community referral sources eg BAME community groups, learning disability support 
agencies, organisations and initiatives who support people with mental health support needs and 
those looking to return to work.’

‘We have amended the application process to make it more supported and less lengthy for people 
with support needs and young people’

‘I have incorporated a welcome statement onto our online application process.’

‘We are in the process of recruiting volunteer ambassadors as part of our strategy for the coming 
year’

‘The plan was to involve current service users in voluntary roles to engage new volunteers from a 
diverse range of backgrounds - working with our clinical team.’

‘We also wrote to mosques and other religious organisations during Eid, to try and encourage 
Imams to raise the profile of the hospice and its need of volunteers’

‘We found the two most common languages used in our area other than English and planned to 
have some advertising and clinical materials printed in these languages’

‘We work with the local community closely and work with a local program to support asylum 
seekers into the UK.. We try not to put barriers up where they are not necessary.’

‘Our application process is accessible and easy to follow with support throughout and a training 
program once a volunteer starts their journey with us.’

‘there are some voluntary action groups where we know have huge areas of edi groups . These 
have members of staff working for them that are embedded into the communities who are 
trusted and can often advocate the need for volunteer support in the right areas of interest/skill 
and choice’

‘We have had success with the Compassionate Neighbours programme of increased EDI. This may 
be due to a more flexible approach to undertaking volunteering and also no formal application 
process.’

‘Equality & Diversity is included in our Volunteer Policy, and in all volunteer role guidelines.’

‘We have 'easy read' information leaflets and an 'easy read' map of floor layout of our hospice.’

‘We can identify and evidence when special needs are accommodated (at interview and in the 
workplace).’



‘Built relations with Sixth Form establishments (younger people) and Volunteer Centre (people 
with disabilities) to increase EDI in recruitment process.’

‘Reached out to Syrian Refugee families to raise awareness of our volunteer opportunities, and to 
understand what they want from volunteering.’

‘Flexible offer for volunteers working full-time to commit to rota out of hours.’

‘Made reasonable adjustments to working environment to support volunteer receptionist 
wheelchair user to fulfil role’

‘E&D training sessions for volunteers including Unconscious Bias. E&D leaflet for volunteers.’

‘The Hospice achieved Disability Confident status.’

‘Strong positive vision and embedded values to support quality and inclusion (caring, integrity, 
welcoming, adaptable).’

‘E&D Development Group (key staff members) feeding into E&D Monitoring Committee (Directors 
and Trustees), working towards Action Plan to meet requirements for CQC, CCG and Hospice UK.’

‘Freedom to Speak Up Guardian.’

‘We have made our volunteering more flexible with offers of 'dip in dip out volunteering‘

‘More remote volunteer roles available.’

‘We have introduced new flexible volunteering roles which seem to be successful in enhancing 
diversity. We have also developed a E&D working group which contains members across the 
organisation. They will be developing a strategy and action plan of how we can enhance inclusion.’

‘Formatted training for easy reading’

‘We do target schools, as we find we get a better response from BAME+ volunteers. We actively 
recruit people through the probation service and have formed links with charities supporting 
people with disabilities to gain meaningful work experience through volunteering.’



‘We have got a steering group together across the organization, we got as far as Terms of 
Reference and looking at setting a policy, this has been on hold since the pandemic started, we 
have just reformed.’

‘We have an ED&I steering group which is looking at all of the above.’

‘As part of our training and ongoing development offer we invite volunteers to think about what 
inclusion and diversity means to them, so that are part of developing a culture of inclusivity.’

‘We have an EDI steering group that is examining the work we are doing and what needs to be 
done to try to ensure that no one is left behind.’

‘We are working on developing projects that reach the people we need to reach in our community 
in terms of beneficiaries as well as employees and volunteers’

‘As well as being the Head of Volunteering, I am the lead officer for EDI, so this means I am able to 
develop the business case for EDI more widely in the organisation.. It's a good synergy. Having just 
completed reaccreditation via Investing in Volunteers, I know that future assessments are going to 
place more emphasis on good practice around EDI, so it's worth being aware of what they are 
looking for - this can guide your work on EDI even if you don't go for accreditation.’

‘We are at the beginning of our journey with the setting up recently of an EDI steering group and 
are working to draft an EDI strategy. Volunteering is represented on the group’

‘We've started working on training materials and a working group has been set up to develop a 
'welcoming and inclusive culture' that some may believe is further established than it is, but I 
wonder if this is another example of perception. What does inclusive and welcoming mean for 
everyone? Different depending on your own experiences.’

“We have done nothing to specifically address an EDI agenda. I believe that our volunteering 
offering and organisational culture is one of openness, tolerance and acceptance. To this end, 
Volunteering roles are accessible and open to all backgrounds. EDI has become an unnecessary 
and unwieldy tick box exercise for organisations to pat themselves on the back for when it should 
be a thematic stream running through every aspect of work from promotion and marketing, 
recruitment, engagement & retention”

‘We have attended workshops and presentations on Diversity and how to reach the hard to reach 
communities. Our Trustee board have arranged a day to discuss diversity and inclusion and will be 
listening to a well known expert in this field. We have identified a small team of existing volunteers 
to be ambassadors to help us reach these communities and we will be actively recruiting to recruit 
others of all ages and form both our boroughs we serve;’

‘I feel the pandemic has had a negative impact on inclusion particularly those with additional 
needs.’

‘Our volunteers reflect the demographic of our area but service user data is somewhat behind’

Additional Comments



The following members have indicated 
that they are happy to share their 

knowledge and experience further:

Margot Uden – St Michaels Hospice muden@stmichaelshospice.com
Su Starkey – Prospect Hospice SuStarkey@prospect-hospice.net
Caroline Munslow – Weldmar Hospicecare caroline.munslow@weld-hospice.org.uk
Ginny Toubal – St Raphaels ginnytoubal@straphaels.org.uk
Lucy Reynolds – Claire House lucy.reynolds@clairehouse.org.uk
Deborah Vickers – Douglas MacMillan Hospice Deborahvickers@dmhospice.org.uk
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